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←This sign indicates the PC power switch.

Start-up

Quit the Simulator application

After completing the all necessary connection of components, switch on the PC.

Simulator software will be automatic-launched.
If caution “The USB-BOX is not connected!” appears on the screen, check whether all connections are 
made appropriately.

First, return to the opening window by clicking the 
‘Home’ button at the top right corner of the screen.
Then, click the ‘Quit’ button at the bottom right 
corner of the screen.
When the dialogue box like the one shown below 
appears, click ‘Yes’.
Simulator application closes and the PC power will 
be automatically turned off.

Caution : Do not turn off the power before quitting the application appropriately.
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To set-up your M55

Any one of USB ports at the back of the PC can 
be used for USB box/mouse connection.

Connection ports of your M55 PC may look different from the picture above 
because of the version change in the hardware, but in any case connection method 
remains the same.

＊

The USB box is dedicatedly designed for M55 Simulator.
Never attempt to connect the box to any other equipment, except for your electrocardiographic 
monitor connected in the manner mentioned above.

＊

Use cables supplied with your M55. Never use any other cables for the‘Electrode’ port and the 
‘Cuff’ port.

＊

Shown above is the ports on the back of the USB box. 
Take note the direction of M55 electrodes connector.
Your electrocardiographic monitor can be connected by putting the electrodes to each 
corresponding ECG port.

Shown above is the ports on the side of the USB box. 
Take note the direction of M55 manikin connector.


